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Thirty-six participants practiced a task in which they continuously cycled through a fixed series of nine keypresses, each carried out by a single finger (cf. Keele & Summers, 1976). The results of the first experimental phase, the practice phase, support the notion that pauses between successive keypresses at fixed locations induces the development of integrated sequence representations (i.e., motor chunks) and reject the idea that a rhythm is learned. When different sequences were produced in the transfer phase, performance dropped considerably unless the sequence was relatively short and there was ample time for preparation. This demonstrates that motor chunks are content specific and that the absence of motor chunks shows when there is no time for advance loading of the motor buffer or the capacity of the motor buffer is insufficient to contain the entire keypressing sequence.

Since the early days of research on human motor behavior it has been known that practice is the predominant factor in shaping performance. Yet, the basic mechanisms underlying practice effects are still largely unknown. One classic but still influential notion is that, with practice, elements pertaining to a specific task are encapsulated in integrated chunks which, then, can be handled as a single and more simple representation (Miller, 1956). As regards the execution of movement sequences, this could mean that chunks are constructed by combining representations of elementary, sometimes innate, movements or movement patterns (e.g., Adams, 1984; Book 1908; Bruner, 1973; Fentress, 1984; Keele, 1986; Lashley, 1951; Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960; Paillard, 1960). The benefit of motor chunks would lie in the associated reduction of storage and retrieval capacity (see, e.g., Gallistel, 1980; Jones, 1981; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981).

Relatively little is known about the specificity of practice on the production of movement sequences. The main purpose of this article is to investigate the notion of motor chunking and pursue its relation to the production of relatively short movement sequences and motor storage. To that end, the first part of this article describes a practice phase that investigated the development of motor chunks in a sequential keypressing task in which the inclusion of a few long response stimulus intervals (RSIs) at fixed positions was assumed to determine the boundaries between developing chunks. In the second part of this article, the transfer phase addresses the specificity of practice as implied in the chunking notion.

Verwey and Dronkert (1996) investigated chunk development in a task involving prolonged reproduction of the same sequence of keypresses. Each trial consisted of nine keypressing responses to nine stimuli that were carried out in rapid succession with nine fingers. Each trial was immediately followed by the next identical trial. In this way the task consisted of continuous cycling through the same nine keypresses. In the heavily practiced Structured condition, each trial had two or three RSIs that partitioned a sequence into two response groups for half of the participants (45 condition) and into three response groups for the remaining participants (333 condition; the first RSI separated successive trials). In addition, participants occasionally carried out a few probe trials in the Unstructured condition that had no RSIs at all. Thus, a new stimulus immediately followed the depression of the preceding key. This Unstructured condition was used to test for chunk development, which would be indicated by the occurrence of relatively long response times at the locations where the long RSIs had occurred in the Structured condition. The results showed that Unstructured response times, 1 clearly and increasingly, reflected the RSIs in the Structured condition. In other words, responses in the Unstructured condition were slower at the positions of the RSIs in the Structured condition. This accords with the notion that successive motor chunks are separated by relatively long intervals (Gee & Grosjean, 1983; Machlis, 1977; Rosenbaum, Kenny, & Derr, 1983; Sternberg, Knoll, & Turock, 1990). According to Verwey and Dronkert (1996) these motor chunks had developed as a consequence of repeatedly and consistently loading the motor buffer (Henry & Rogers, 1960; Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978) because of the formation of associations between ensuing responses in a response group (Brown & Carr, 1989; Fischman & Lim, 1991; MacKay, 1982, 1987). The alternative explanation that grouping was caused by the learning of interkey timing (i.e., a fixed rhythm; Keele &
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1 Given the fact that the same sequence was repeated over and over again, this article refers to the more neutral term response *time* rather than the more common reaction *time* because, with practice, responses could be anticipated rather than given in reaction to the stimuli.
from using a fixed time pattern in which basically all group intervals exceeded 2:1. The 2:1 ratio would result could it explain why ratios between group-start and within-group intervals (i.e., covert sequence elements) are inserted at appropriate points. In this task, these points would be at the locations of the RSIs in the Structured condition.

This study aimed at replicating and extending the results obtained by Verwey and Dronkert (1996). The reasoning in this article rests on the following two notions:

1. **Buffer loading**: If there is sufficient time available, sequences can be programmed in advance in a short-term motor buffer (Henry & Rogers, 1960; Sternberg et al., 1978). In principle, buffer loading is not specific to the content of a certain sequence. Longer sequences require more programming time than shorter sequences (i.e., the complexity effect) and the average within-group response times increase with sequence length.

2. **Chunking**: Motor chunks develop as a result of repeatedly filling the motor buffer with the same elements through the gradual development of interelement associations (Brown & Carr, 1989; MacKay, 1982; Verwey & Dronkert, 1996). Hence, chunks are specific with regard to the sequence they represent. A necessary assumption here is that loading a buffer with a chunk requires less time than when, in the absence of a chunk, the individual sequence elements in the motor buffer need to be selected and loaded one by one. Once loaded, both types of sequences can be executed rapidly. Thus, execution rate of short prepared sequences may be relatively unaffected by the amount of practice. This article addresses the relative contributions of buffer loading and chunking in Verwey and Dronkert’s (1996) continuous keypressing task.

**Practice Phase**

The buffer loading and chunking notions allow a prediction for Verwey and Dronkert’s (1996) keypressing task that has not yet been tested: When performance relies on advance programming (i.e., buffer loading), performance will improve rapidly, whereas improvement will be slower when there is no opportunity for advance preparation because, in that case, performance relies on the existence of chunks. The point is that general mechanisms such as buffer loading are easily learned and are probably available to every adult, whereas chunks are content specific and develop only gradually (MacKay, 1982; Verwey, 1994). Hence, in the Structured condition the possibility of preparing a sequence in the motor buffer renders the existence of a motor chunk relatively unimportant for performance. In the Unstructured condition, there is no opportunity for advance preparation—due to the absence of RSIs—so that performance will rely more on the existence of chunks. Because chunks are assumed to develop gradually, responses at the start of a response group and those within a response group should slowly reach their asymptote in the Unstructured condition. Verwey and Dronkert (1996) observed that, after practice, Unstructured response times were generally longer than Structured response times. From the notion that chunks play a dominant role in the production of Unstructured response groups, there seems to be no theoretical reason for this difference other than limited practice. Thus, after extended practice, Unstructured response times should approach Structured response times again.

With respect to the capacity of the motor buffer, note that various authors suggested that practice has the effect that longer sequences can be programmed in the motor buffer (Hulstijn & Van Galen, 1983, 1988; Teulings, Mullins, & Stelmach, 1986). One might argue that this is possible because chunks load the buffer less than ad hoc generated sequence representations. If so, evidence for the development of chunks need not only occur in the Unstructured condition: Chunk development could also be indicated by disappearance of the long within-group response times in the Structured condition which would indicate buffer re-loading. Indeed, Verwey (1994) found that the third response in a four-key sequence was relatively slow with little practice but that this disadvantage disappeared with practice. Schneider and Fisk (1983) and Verwey and Dronkert (1996) reported a similar effect of practice.

A different but, in this type of task, closely related issue concerns the development of content-aspecific effect of practice, *concurrent preparation*. In the Verwey and Dronkert (1996) study, Unstructured within-group response times were longer than Structured within-group response times. This was attributed to the fact that chunks had not yet fully developed and responses in the Unstructured condition still relied to some extent on one-by-one execution. However, detailed analysis of the Verwey and Dronkert data showed that the slowing of within-group response times in the Unstructured condition was more pronounced in the 333 than in the 45 condition. Why would longer response groups suffer less from the absence of RSIs than shorter response groups? One explanation rests on the notions that (a) the time to initiate a chunk is independent of its size (as suggested by the gradual reduction of the complexity effect with practice; Fischman & Lim, 1991; Hulstijn & Van Galen, 1983; Teulings et al., 1986; Verwey, 1994; Wing, 1978), and that (b) longer response groups are less hampered by concurrent preparation than shorter ones (Semjen, 1992; Van Galen, 1991; Verwey, 1995; Verwey & Dronkert, 1996). Taken together, these notions might explain the slower response times in the 333 condition as
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2 Part of the evidence for concurrent preparation comes from findings of slowed execution (e.g., Van Galen, 1991). Therefore, the term *concurrent* is considered more appropriate than *parallel*, which suggests interference-free processing. The data do not allow distinguishing processes involved in preparation. Thus, preparation is seen as comprising any process that occurs before execution of a response group and may include response selection, motor programming, and motor adjustment (Sanders, 1990).
compared with the 45 condition in that selecting information for the next response group occurs during execution of the preceding response group, which is slowed less as it is longer. This assertion needs verification.

This article examined the development of chunks and concurrent preparation in an experiment similar to the one carried out by Verwey and Dronkert (1996). The Structured condition was practiced extensively and involved a 333 condition with three three-key groups separated by three variable RSIs, and a 36 condition with a three- and a six-key group separated by two variable RSIs (the first RSI always preceded the nine-key sequence). To investigate chunk development, some blocks of trials entailed Unstructured sequences in which all RSIs had been removed. The notions expressed here gave rise to four hypotheses. With respect to chunk development it was expected that, first, response times in the Unstructured condition would reflect the positions of the RSIs in the Structured condition. This would replicate Verwey and Dronkert’s results. Second, response times in Unstructured sequences should reach their asymptotic values much slower than Structured sequences because performance in the Structured condition would rely largely on the general buffer loading mechanism, whereas performance in the Unstructured condition would depend on the existence of motor chunks (which, of course, developed in the Structured condition). With extensive practice, however, Unstructured response times could approach the level of Structured response times again. Third, the differences amongst within-group response times in the relatively long six-key groups, which were expected to emerge as a result of reloading the buffer, would gradually reduce, as chunk development would make reloading superfluous. This would hold in both the Structured and the Unstructured conditions. Fourth, with respect to concurrent preparation it was anticipated that six-key response groups would be slowed less than three-key response groups—when comparing Structured and Unstructured conditions—whereas slowing of three-key response groups would be independent of whether they are part of the 333 or the 36 sequence.

In an attempt to reduce individual differences and to strengthen practice effects, this study involved some procedural changes as compared with the Verwey and Dronkert (1996) study. First, the participants had about 50% more practice than those in the Verwey and Dronkert study. Second, because intervals of a fixed duration (i.e., rhythm) might become part of a sequence representation (Keele & Summers, 1976), response groups were separated by a variable rather than a fixed RSI. It was hoped that, during practice, this would increase the tendency to prepare the response groups separately. The RSIs used were assumed to be sufficiently long for advance preparation of the response groups. Third, subjects were explicitly instructed to use the RSIs in the Structured condition for preparing the forthcoming responses. It was expected that these procedural changes would lead to higher ratios of group-start to within-group response times and to more homogeneous performance across participants than in the Verwey and Dronkert study.

**Method**

**Tasks.** A block started with the instruction on the screen to position the left little, ring, middle, and index fingers on the z, d, f, and g keys of an ordinary PC keyboard and the right thumb, index, middle, ring, and little finger on the space bar, j, k, l, and / keys, respectively. These assignments were chosen so that each finger could easily press a separate key (Figure 1). The computer screen displayed white outlines of nine squares in the same spatial arrangement as the assigned keys. The task started when the area enclosed by one of the nine squares became homogeneously green as if a light had been turned on. Participants responded by pressing the corresponding key, whereupon the green content disappeared as if the light had been turned off. After a predetermined RSI, one of the other eight squares turned green, which was again followed by pressing the corresponding key. In this way a sequence of nine keypresses was carried out in which each of the nine keys was pressed once. Keys could be released after ensuing ones had been depressed. Immediately on completion of the nine-key sequence, the next trial started, which involved the same sequence of nine keypresses.

The RSIs in the Structured condition always occurred at the same positions of the sequence and had a variable duration. To prevent participants from anticipating the moment of stimulus arrival, this variable duration interval was non-aging. Non-aging intervals are intervals with a larger probability of shorter than of longer durations (for an elaborate discussion, see Gottsdanker, Perkins, & Aftab, 1986). The interval was always in the 500-ms to 4,000-ms range. Half of the subjects performed in the 333 group. They practiced with the following time structure: NAI-0-0-NAI-0-0-NAI-0-0-0 ms (non-aging RSI between R9 and S1, 0 ms between R1 and S1, and between R2 and S2, etc.). The remaining subjects performed in the 36 condition and practiced the same keypressing sequence with the RSI sequence NAI-0-0-NAI-0-0-0-0-0 ms. The Unstructured sequences did not contain intervals between response onset and stimulus presentation.

The same basic sequence was used for all participants but each of the nine keys functioned as the starting key for two participants each of the 333 and the 36 groups. For example, when the stimulus locations are designated 1 through 8 for the fingers from left to right and the right thumb is designated 9, one sequence was [591|742|683] (i.e., [j space 2|LGD|K / F, see Figure 1). The first vertical line in this sequence indicates RSI in the 333 and 36 conditions, and the second line indicates the RSI in the 333 condition. Two other participants of each group executed 917|426|835, two performed 174|268|359, and so on. In this way, all response times had all between-hands and within-hand transitions. This is important because between- and within-hand transitions are known to affect the time between subsequent keypresses (Coover, 1923; Kornblum, 1965; Lahy, 1924).

**Procedure.** On Day 1, a written instruction was handed out to the participants that briefly introduced the task and the way to proceed. The participants that briefly introduced the task and the way to proceed. The participants
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**Figure 1.** Layout of the response keys on an ordinary PC keyboard. Underlined keys and the space bar were operated by nine different fingers. Indices denote location numbers that are used in the text to indicate response order.
control the computer. Participants were instructed to type as fast and as accurately as possible to maximize their score at the end of each block. They were told that the five highest scoring participants of each group of 18 would earn a bonus. All individual blocks were also preceded by a written instruction on the computer monitor, again indicating the sequence to be pressed and, in the Unstructured condition, that no RSIs would occur. At the beginning of Day 2, the experimenter explicitly informed participants to use the RSIs for preparing the forthcoming keypresses, as the data in Verwey and Dronkert (1996) had shown large individual differences in this respect. Some participants spontaneously replied that they had not considered the possibility.

Each participant carried out seven sessions on three consecutive mornings or afternoons and one on the fourth day (the remaining Day 4 sessions are discussed in the transfer phase). Six participants performed the task simultaneously on six different computers. Three of them were in the 333 and three in the 36 group. Six other participants relaxed in an adjacent room. After a session, the first group of 6 participants could relax and the second group performed the task. This resulted in a rest and test schedule of about 17 min for each participant. Given the total of 36 participants, the experiment required the presence of 3 × 12 participants at the institute.

All sessions consisted of four blocks of trials. The fourth block of Sessions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20, and 22 had the Unstructured condition.³ The fourth block of the other sessions involved the Structured condition. Each block had 30 trials, and blocks were separated by a 20-s break.

In the practice phase, each participant pressed the nine keys in a fixed order. Hence, the participants soon knew which key to press next. In Structured sequences this had the effect that keys could be pressed before the RSI had elapsed and the stimulus had been presented. When this happened, a "too early" message was presented. An error message also occurred when an incorrect key was pressed or when no key was pressed at all during a 3500-ms interval. In these three situations, keypressing could only continue after the correct key had been pressed.

Each block was followed by display of a score that ranged from 0 to 100 points. The score consisted of a weighed combination of speed and accuracy. Given that performance improvement obeys a power law (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981), the score was determined with a logarithmic function so that in practice a relatively small improvement still yielded a perceivable score increase. Accuracy affected scoring in that high error rates were "punished" by reducing the score: Each additional percentage error equaled 20 ms slower responding. Error rates over 6% elicited the instruction to reduce errors. To prevent cautious and, hence, slow keypressing, error rates of less than 3% evoked the instruction to increase keying speed, unless the average response time was below 150 ms. Below 3% errors, the error rate was artificially increased before calculating the score. Thus, with 3% errors, the RT-based score was reduced least. Participants were not informed about this procedure, and average response times of error scores were not displayed.

Apparatus. The experiment was conducted on six identical IBM AT-compatible (386) computers with NEC Multisync VGA 3D color monitors. Stimulus presentation and response registration were controlled through Micro Experimental Laboratory software (MEL; Schneider, 1988). This software package is specially developed for running PC-based experiments. At a typical viewing distance of about 65 cm, a square subtended a visual angle of approximately 1°. The stimuli consisted of a bright green area filling the outline of a bright white square on a black background and were viewed under normal room illumination. The response keys were part of a normal AT-like keyboard (BTC). Although MEL can measure times with 1-ms precision by reprogramming the internal timer, variances caused by keyboard delays were found to add approximately 19 ms to the error variance which, given the large number of trials in this study, is considered acceptable (Segalowitz & Graves, 1990).

Six participants were simultaneously tested in six sound-attenuated 2.4 × 2.5 × 2 m rooms. They sat in front of a table on which the keyboard and a computer monitor were positioned. The experimenter monitored participants through a closed-circuit video.

Participants. Participants were 36 paid students (15 men and 21 women) from the University of Utrecht. Eighteen participants were randomly assigned to the 333 and 18 to the 36 group. They were paid 180 Dutch guilders for participation. Five participants in each group received a bonus of 50 guilders. Four participants of the 36 group were replaced because, at the three final practice sessions, their error percentage exceeded 10%.³

Design. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were carried out on mean response times per condition, subject, and location of the keypress in the sequence. Response times—the time between onset of a stimulus and depression of the corresponding key—were designated T₁-T₉. In the 333 group T₁, T₄, and T₇ were termed group-start response times and the remaining response times were within-group response times. In the 36 group, T₁ and T₄ were called group-start response times and the remaining response times were within-group response times. Keypresses involving an error and the two keypresses following that error were discarded from analysis. In each block, the first two trials were considered as warm ups and also discarded. To eliminate outliers, the 2% longest values were excluded from the analyses. To obtain independence of means and variances, we carried out arcsine transformations on mean error rates per cell before we subjected the data to ANOVAs (Winer, Brown, & Michels, 1991). Comparing three-key groups in the 333 and 36 groups required analyses, with 333 versus 36 as the between-subjects variable. Because there is no reason to expect differences between the 3 three-key response groups in the 333 condition, T₁, T₄, and T₇ were pooled in the analyses. Likewise, T₃, T₅, and T₉ as well as T₅, T₆, and T₉ were pooled. Throughout the remainder of this article, the three-key group in the 36 condition is denoted by 36-3. Besides the between-subjects ANOVA on 333 and 36-3, between-subjects ANOVAs were carried out on 333 and the six-key group in 36 (i.e., 36-6) and within-subject ANOVAs on 36-3 versus 36-6. Session covered the effect of practice, which was significant as a main effect in all ANOVAs on response times (all ps < .001) and is not reported separately. All ANOVAs involved Key order as a variable to account for effects caused by balancing response locations across fingers. Because there were only two participants for each Key-order condition, which probably means that Key-order effects and interactions mainly reflect individual differences, Key-order effects are not reported either.

Results

Unstructured group-start versus within-group response times. The data confirmed the earlier findings that response times in the Unstructured condition reflect the pat-
tern of RSIs in the Structured condition (Figure 2). In the Unstructured condition, group-start response times were longer than pooled within-group response times: 333 versus 36-3 condition, \( F(1, 17) = 61.8; \) 333 versus 36-6 condition, \( F(1, 17) = 96.4; \) and this difference increased with practice: 333 versus 36-3 condition, Session 1, 118 ms, Session 2, 160 ms, \( F(10, 170) = 2.1, p < .05; \) 333 versus 36-6 condition, Session 1, 107 ms, Session 2, 170 ms, \( F(10, 170) = 3.7, p < .001. \)

**Practice effects in Structured and Unstructured conditions.** Overall, group start response times were longer in the Unstructured than in the Structured condition: 333 versus 36-3, \( F(1, 17) = 19.2; \) 36-6, \( F(1, 9) = 12.4, ps < .001. \) As shown in Figure 3, group-start response times dropped faster with practice in the Structured than in the Unstructured condition, but later the disadvantage for the Unstructured condition reduced again because the response time reduction leveled off rapidly in the Structured and not in the Unstructured condition: 333 versus 36-3, \( F(10, 170) = 8.6; \) 36-6, \( F(10, 90) = 16.6, ps < .001. \) Separate ANOVAs on Sessions 1 and 3 and on Sessions 3–22 confirmed this. The faster decrease of Structured group-start times in Sessions 1 and 3 was supported by a Structure × Session interaction: 333 and 36-3, \( F(1, 18) = 33.1; \) 36-6, \( F(1, 9) = 24.6, ps < .001. \) As shown in Figure 3, within-group response times dropped sharply after Session 1 and were later approached again by those in the Unstructured condition: 333 and 36-3, \( F(9, 153) = 6.4; F(9, 81) = 18.3, ps < .001. \)

Likewise, pooled within-group response times in the Structured condition were generally slower in the Unstructured than in the Structured condition: 333 versus 36-3, \( F(1, 18) = 136.4; \) 36-6, \( F(1, 9) = 43.3, ps < .001. \) As shown in Figure 3, within-group response times dropped sharply after Session 1 and were later approached again by those in the Unstructured condition: 333 and 36-3, \( F(10, 170) = 28.2; \) 36-6, \( F(10, 90) = 43.9, ps < .001. \) As with group-start response times, the faster decrease of Structured within-group response times in Sessions 1 and 3 and the slower decrease in Sessions 3–22 was supported by Structure × Session interactions: Sessions 1 and 3, 333 and 36-3, \( F(1, 18) = 126.3, 36-6, F(1, 9) = 43.8; \) Sessions 3–22, 333 and 36-3, \( F(9, 162) = 12.2, 36-6, F(9, 81) = 22.3, all ps < .001. \)

**Individual responses within the six- and three-key groups.** An ANOVA on the various Structured within-group response times in the 36-6 condition showed a Response × Session interaction, \( F(80, 720) = 1.9, p < .001. \) It was caused in part by a relatively short \( T_6 \) as compared with \( T_5, T_7, \) and \( T_8 \) in the earlier sessions: Sessions 1–4: \( F(1, 9) = 32.0, p < .001, \) which effect disappeared with practice: Sessions 19–22, \( F(1, 9) = 0.9, p > .20. \) The occurrence of some relatively long \( T_s \) in Structured within-group response times in the six-key groups of 36-6 early in practice was confirmed by the finding that pooled within-group response times in Structured 36-3 decreased more rapidly and asymptoted earlier than those in the Structured 36-6 condition, \( F(21, 189) = 3.6, p < .001. \) In addition, a main effect of
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*Figure 2*  
Response times early and late in practice as a function of 333 versus 36 condition and structure. Squares indicate the positions of response stimulus intervals in the Structured condition.
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*Figure 3*  
Group start and within-group response times, pooled over 333 and 36 conditions, as a function of Structure and Practice.
Response indicated a persistent difference between individual responses, \( F(4, 36) = 3.5, p < .01 \), which was caused by the relatively small \( T_9 \) as compared with \( T_5 - T_8 \) (see Figure 2); planned comparison of \( T_5 - T_8 \) versus \( T_9 \) on all sessions: \( F(1, 9) = 15.7; \) Sessions 19–22: \( F(1, 9) = 9.7, \) all \( p < .01 \).

In the Unstructured condition, post-hoc Tukey testing showed that the initially slow \( R_6 \) (in Sessions 1, 3, 5, and 7, \( p < .01 \)) became faster with practice so that all differences between \( R_4 \) and \( R_6 \) had disappeared in later sessions (in Sessions 16, 18, 20, and 22, \( p > .20 \)). A planned comparison to test whether the last response in 36-6 (\( R_6 \)) was faster than earlier ones (\( R_5 - R_4 \)) confirmed this: \( 23 \) ms over all sessions, \( F(1, 9) = 6.9, p < .05 \). This effect was maintained during practice (Sessions 1 and 3: 33 ms; Sessions 20 and 22: 31 ms). Thus, the last response in the structured and unstructured six-key groups was and remained faster than all earlier responses, whereas the other differences amongst within-group intervals disappeared with practice.

Detailed analysis of the Structured three-key groups in 333 and 36-3 showed that the third response was generally smaller than the second one: 142 versus 127 ms, \( F(1, 18) = 11.0, p < .01 \). This difference disappeared with practice in 333 but not in 36-3, \( F(21, 378) = 2.0, p < .01 \). In the Unstructured three-key groups the difference between the second and third response did not reach significance: for 333, \( 23 \) ms, \( F(1, 8) = 4.1, p = .08; \) for 36-3, 14 ms, \( F(1, 9) = 1.1, p > .20 \).

Slowing of Unstructured within-group response times. In addition to the finding that within-group response times were slower in Unstructured than in Structured conditions, the data in Figure 2 also show that the slowing of Unstructured within-group response times was greater for three-key groups than for six-key groups. In the three-key groups (i.e., in 333 and 36-3), Unstructured response times were 104 ms longer than Structured response times, whereas in the six-key group (36-6), this was only \( 72 \) ms: 333 versus 36-6, \( F(1, 18) = 8.0, p < .01; \) 36-3 versus 36-6, \( F(1, 9) = 7.8, p < .05 \).

Ratios. The ratio of group-initiation to within-group in the Unstructured condition showed an increase with practice. They all started at about 1.0 in Session 1 and increased to 2.3 (333), 2.4 (36-3), and 2.2 (36-6) in Session 22: 333 versus 36-3, \( F(10, 180) = 7.9; \) 333 versus 36-6, \( F(10, 180) = 10.4; \) 36-3 versus 36-6, \( F(10, 90) = 5.8, all p < .001 \). The 95% confidence interval in Session 22 ranged from 1.5 to 3.2 in the 333 condition, from 1.6 to 3.2 in the 36-3 condition, and from 1.8 to 2.7 in the 36-6 condition. Thus, the ratios found in the last session did not significantly exceed the criterion ratio of 2.0. The increase with practice did not appear to differ for the various response groups: 333 versus 36-3, \( F(10, 180) = 0.9; \) 333 versus 36-6, \( F(10, 180) = 0.8; \) 36-3 versus 36-6, \( F(10, 90) = 1.4, all p > .10 \).

Individual differences. In the last Unstructured session (Session 22), individual ratios ranged between 0.8 and 8.0 in 333 (mean = 2.3), between 0.5 and 7.4 in 36-3 (mean = 2.4), and between 1.1 and 4.9 in 36-6 (mean = 2.2). The correlation between individual ratios and individual within-group response times in the Unstructured condition was highest early in practice: Sessions 1–8, 333, \( r = -.72; \) 36-3, \( r = -.75; \) 36-6, \( r = -.70, p < .001 \), and reduced with practice: Sessions 16–22, 333, \( r = -.50, r < .05; \) 36-3, \( r = -.38, p > .10; \) 36-6, \( r = -.32, p > .20 \). In contrast, the correlation between individual ratios and individual group-start response times was not significant early in practice: Sessions 1–8, \( r < .10 \) and .34, \( p > .16 \); however, it increased with practice: Sessions 16–22, 333, \( r = .66; \) 36-3, \( r = .66; \) 36-6, \( r = .57, p < .01 \). These correlations demonstrated that participants who had a strong tendency to group responses early in practice (i.e., large ratios) in Unstructured trials had relatively small within-group response times in those trials but not long group-start response times. Later in practice, participants with high ratios in the Unstructured condition had relatively long group-start response times and the small within-group response times were less pronounced as compared with participants with smaller ratios.

Correlations between the average of all response times in the Unstructured sequences for each participant (i.e., a general performance index) and the individual ratios of the Unstructured condition showed a relationship between general performance and grouping in Sessions 1–7: 333 and 36-3, \( r = -.37; \) 36-6, \( r = -.56, p < .05 \), which decreased considerably in Sessions 16–22: 333 and 36-3, \( r = .01; \) 36-6, \( r = -.13; p > .20 \). This suggests that sequences were performed better when grouping was more prominent in early practice but that this relationship reduced with practice. The correlations between average ratios in Sessions 1–7 and in Sessions 16–22: 333, \( r = .57; \) 36-3, \( r = .65; \) 36-6, \( r = .60, p < .01 \), suggest that participants who had grouped the Unstructured sequence more in Sessions 1–7 also grouped more in Sessions 16–22.

Some additional findings: effects of response group length. An effect of response group length emerged in the Structured within-group response times. The difference between pooled within-group response times in the three- and six-key groups was marginally significant in the 333 versus 36-6 ANOVA: 333, 139 ms; 36-6, 169 ms, \( F(1, 18) = 3.2, p = .08 \), and highly significant in the 36-3 versus 36-6 ANOVA: 36-3, 130 ms, \( F(1, 9) = 45.9, p < .001 \). However, Structured group-start response times in six-key groups were not longer than those in three-key groups: 333 versus 36-3, \( F(1, 18) = 0.8, 333 versus 36-6, F(1, 18) = 0.9; 36-3 versus 36-6, F(8, 9) = 0.8, all p > 20 \).

Comparison of the Unstructured group-start response times did show a significant difference between 36-3 and 36-6, \( F(1, 9) = 15.9, p < .01 \). This effect of sequence length on group-start intervals (i.e., the complexity effect) changed with practice, \( F(10, 90) = 2.8, p < .01 \). In Session 1 the difference amounted to \( 3 \) ms (\( T_1; \) 553 ms; \( T_4; \) 556 ms), in Sessions 3 and 5 it increased up to 80 and 90 ms (Session 3: \( T_1; \) 422 ms; \( T_4; \) 502 ms; Session 5: \( T_1; \) 402 ms; \( T_4; \) 492 ms), and then it gradually reduced again to \( 22 \) ms in Session 22 (\( T_1; \) 310 ms; \( T_4; \) 332 ms). Both the increase of the complexity effect in Sessions 1, 3, and 5, and its subsequent reduction were significant, \( F(2, 18) = 5.1, \) and \( F(8, 72) = 2.6, \) respectively; \( p < .05 \). Comparison of the complexity effect when comparing 333 and 36-6 in the Unstructured condition did not reach significance, \( F(1, 17) = 0.3, p > .
.20. When comparing pooled within-group response times in the Unstructured response groups of 36-3 and 36-6, there was a trend toward longer within-group response times in 36-6, F(1, 9) = 3.9, p = .08.

In short, a complexity effect was found with respect to Unstructured three- and six-key response groups in the 36 condition, and a trend was found that 36-6 response groups were executed more slowly than 36-3 response groups. Here, the size of the complexity effect first increased and later decreased again. No complexity effect was encountered in the Structured condition but, here, six-key response groups were executed more slowly than three-key response groups.

Errors. Table 1 shows average error percentages per day in the Structured three- and six-key response groups. In the Structured three-key groups of the 333 and 36-3 conditions, error rate of the second response was found to increase on Days 1 and 2, which was not the case with respect to the first and third response, F(42, 756) = 5.9, p < .001. A similar effect of practice was found in the six-key response group of 36-6, F(20, 180) = 7.2, p < .001. Here the error increase with practice was more pronounced for later responses, with the exception of the last response, F(100, 900) = 2.2, p < .001. Finally, comparison of errors in Structured and Unstructured three-key groups in 333 and 36-3 showed more errors in Unstructured than in Structured conditions: Structured, 4.3%; Unstructured, 5.3%; F(1, 8) = 112.3, p < .001.

Discussion

The practice phase was concerned with the effects of extensive practice in a nine-key pressing sequence through which subjects cycled continuously so that one sequence was immediately followed by the next one. The first issue was whether motor chunks would develop in the Structured condition. This notion was corroborated by various aspects of the data. First, Unstructured response times clearly and increasingly reflected the positions of the RSIs in Structured conditions. This also showed as increasing ratios between group-start and within-group response times and replicated Verwey and Dronkert’s (1996) findings. In addition, the present data replicated Verwey and Dronkert’s findings that the ratios obtained at the final sessions of the practice phase exceeded 2:1. These findings corroborate Verwey and Dronkert’s claim that the pattern of Unstructured response times had not been caused by the learning of interkey timing but, rather, by the development of motor chunks. Notice that the fact that Structured group-start response times were longer than Structured within-group response times can be attributed solely to the present use of RSIs with random duration. Verwey and Dronkert used fixed duration RSIs and did not find longer group-start response times in the Structured condition. The second indication that motor chunks had developed in the Structured condition was that Unstructured group-start and within-group response times decreased more slowly with practice than their Structured counterparts but that, eventually, Unstructured response times approached Structured response times again. Third, early in practice there were differences amongst within-group response times for the six-key groups, which disappeared later in practice (with the exception of the last response time which remained fastest; see later for an explanation). This effect was observed in the Structured as well as the Unstructured conditions and is in line with the notion that motor chunks dominate the execution of longer response groups in the Structured condition as well. (Later, an alternative explanation is examined.)

The second issue in the practice phase concerned preparation of a forthcoming response group during execution of its predecessor. This notion of concurrent preparation is supported by the finding of longer within-group response times in Unstructured than in Structured response groups, which had been observed before by Verwey and Dronkert (1996). Thus, preparation processes and execution processes appear to concur and share a limited processing capacity. As anticipated, lengthening of the Unstructured within-group response times was greater for three- than for six-key groups, whereas it did not depend on the length of the forthcoming response group. This corroborates the hypothesis advanced in the introduction stating that the amount of processing required for preparing a response group for which a motor chunk exists is independent of the size of that response group, whereas concurrent preparation slows execution of the ongoing response group less as this group is longer.

The ranges of group-start ratios between and within-group response times observed with individual participants in the various conditions did not appear very different from those reported by Verwey and Dronkert (1996) and, in fact, the mean ratios in the final sessions of the present study were even slightly smaller. This indicates that the procedural changes in the present study—more practice, variable RSIs, and instructions to prepare during RSIs in the Structured condition—did not affect the way the Unstructured sequences were carried out.

One important aspect of these data, which was also observed by Verwey and Dronkert (1996), is that in the Unstructured block of the last session some subjects still had group-start to within-group ratios near 1:1; in Session 22, 7 out of the 18 (333 condition) participants and 7 out of the 18 (36 condition) participants had ratios below 1.5.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Day 3 includes Session 22 from Day 4 as well.
Thus, whereas the greater proportion of the participants clearly partitioned the Unstructured sequences, some participants had apparently produced the Unstructured sequence with little reliance on sequence partitioning. These large individual differences were probably the reason that the average group-start to within-group ratios in the last session did not significantly exceed the 2:1 criterion ratio. As suggested by the correlations between average response times and group-start to within-group ratios, the participants with small ratios performed poorly in the earlier sessions but could eventually reach performance levels that were comparable with those of the other participants. This observation is important, as it suggests that there are other ways of reaching high performance levels than learning the imposed chunks. Perhaps these participants had higher degrees of concurrent preparation (which reduces the ratio) or they had partitioned the Unstructured sequences in some other way (e.g., because, given their assignment of fingers to sequence elements, some participants could recall another way of partitioning more easily). The latter explanation is supported by the finding that grouping was relatively stable over practice for individual participants. Perhaps, some participants even developed a single chunk for the entire sequence. These findings illustrate that, on the one hand, future research should involve a more profound way of imposing a grouping structure. On the other hand, they suggest that different strategies in early practice may result in different chunk structures after extensive practice.

Examination of the individual within-group responses showed that the last response in Structured and Unstructured six-key groups was, and remained, faster than all earlier responses. In Structured three-key groups, this effect was also observed early in practice but it reduced in Structured 333 response groups and it did not reach significance in Unstructured three-key groups. A fast last response in a response group is not unexpected, as this has been found in earlier studies as well (Verwey, 1994; 1995). There it occurred when producing relatively short keypressing sequences with one finger; it was taken to indicate that retrieving a single response from the motor buffer concurs with execution of the preceding response. The present finding of a fast last keypress is a multifinger keypressing sequence indicates that, in the earlier studies, the effect had not been caused by some (biomechanical?) factor associated with one-finger keypressing. That concurrent preparation of an entire response group and concurrent retrieval of individual sequence elements are two independent types of concurrent processing is indicated by the fact that the last response was fastest in Structured as well as Unstructured six-key groups.

One basic assumption in this study was that motor chunks develop when, in the Structured condition, the motor buffer is consistently loaded with the individual elements included in a single response group in the way described by Henry and Rogers (1960) and Sternberg et al. (1978). That normal buffer loading took place in the present study and that the response group was programmed as a sequence is corroborated by various findings: (a) A complexity effect was found in the Unstructured 36 condition in that the group-start interval was longer for 36-6 than for 36-3, (b) a sequence length effect was observed in Structured and Unstructured within-group response times (Sternberg et al., 1978), (c) the last response in most response groups was relatively fast (see earlier), and (d) there was a fixed distribution of errors across responses in Structured response groups. For now, it is unclear to what extent these indications for buffer usage disappear with extensive practice when a motor chunk develops. The fact that the complexity effect in the Unstructured 36 condition reduced with practice and was absent in Structured response groups, and the fact that the last response in the Structured three-key groups of the 333 condition was no longer fastest with practice and did not reach significance in Unstructured three-key groups, might indicate that, with extensive practice, the development of chunks makes these typical indications of motor buffer usage disappear. This would be in line with findings that when sequences are made up of highly practiced elements, each of these elements may themselves be a sequence of relatively simple movements (e.g., Sternberg et al., 1978: pronouncing word sequences; Thomassen & Van Galen, 1992: writing letter sequences).

Before completing this discussion, an alternative explanation for the gradual disappearance of the differences between within-group intervals in the six-key groups deserves consideration. The interpretation that a single chunk had developed for representing the six-key group contrasts with studies suggesting that longer sequences are, more or less spontaneously, divided into chunks of two elements and that longer sequences remain a concatenation of more than one chunk (i.e., forming a binary tree representation; Frensch, 1994; Gordon & Meyer, 1987; Rosenbaum et al., 1983). The present data do not directly exclude the possibility that, because of the extensive amount of practice in the present study, response times were subject to floor effects and, therefore, could not show that several chunks had been executed in rapid succession. However, two aspects of the data argue against this possibility. First, the response times in the Unstructured sequences of Sessions 20 and 22 (Figure 2), which were slower than those in Structured sequences and probably not limited by floor effects, did not involve one or more relatively long response times as would be expected when a new subchunk is being loaded. Second, the error distribution across the six-key group showed a pattern comparable with the three-key group (Table 1) in that error rate increased with position within the group—with the exception of the last. Although this phenomenon is not directly predicted from a chunking point of view, it seems more in line with the notion that the six-key group was performed as a whole than that it would consist of several independent chunks. Perhaps, indications that longer sequences are divided into separate subchunks, such as those found in the earlier sessions of the practice phase (Figure 2), merely reflect a temporary state and, with additional practice, these subchunks integrate into a single one. This explanation is in line with the observation that Un-

5I am grateful to Tim Curran for suggesting this possibility.
structured group-start response times decreased more slowly in 36-6 than in 36-3.

In summary, the results in the practice phase support the position that motor chunks develop when the same response elements are repeatedly loaded into a short-term motor buffer. As such, the present data are in line with those presented by Verwey and Dronkert (1996) and refute an explanation in terms of learning a rhythm for movement sequences performed at the maximal performance rate. (Of course, the role of rhythm learning at submaximal rates cannot be disproved from the present data.) The development of motor chunks follows from the findings that (a) Unstructured response times clearly and increasingly reflected the positions of the RSIs in Structured conditions; (b) Unstructured group-start and within-group response times decreased more slowly with practice than their Structured counterparts but, eventually, Unstructured response times approached Structured response times again; and (c) differences amongst within-group response times for the Structured and Unstructured six-key groups disappeared later in practice. Besides, preparation for a forthcoming group of responses can occur during the production of an earlier response group. The amount of slowing of the ongoing response group seems to depend on the size of the ongoing response group and not on the size of the prepared response group. This corroborates the notion that the time of loading a motor chunk is virtually independent of the size of the movement sequence it represents, as is also indicated by disappearing complexity effects with practice. Finally, the use of RSIs during practice in the Structured trials may not always have had the effect that participants partitioned the sequence into the imposed response groups or used a comparable amount of concurrent preparation. Some participants may have partitioned the sequence in another way or were able to prepare a response group to a more progressed state during execution of the preceding response group.

Transfer Phase

The transfer phase addressed performance of keypressing sequences that were more or less different from the ones exercised in the practice phase. As such, it tested the contention that motor chunks are specific with respect to their content (Sternberg et al., 1990). If motor chunks are content specific, changing even a single element in a response group should have the effect that performance of the entire response group deteriorates considerably. This would accord with various models of skill outside the domain of motor learning (Allport, 1980; Estes, 1986; Logan, 1988, 1992; Welford, 1968). Evidence of content-specific effects of practice in the production of movement sequences has been mainly derived from error analyses (Drummond, 1981; Fentress, 1983; Fromkin, 1981; Gallistel, 1980; Zimmer & Kördel, 1988) but response time should be affected as well.

The notion of content-specific practice effects is at odds with experimental results showing that performance in practice and in new movement sequences do not differ (Chamberlin & Magill, 1992b; Verwey, 1992). Neither did practicing one particular pair of movement sequences or four variations of such a pair show a performance difference (Verwey, 1994). These findings suggest that practice has foremost content-aspecific effects, which is consistent with notions that memory representations of motor skills have a generally abstract form (a general motor program or schema) that can be easily adapted to different situations (Chamberlin & Magill, 1992a; Schmidt, 1975, 1982).

The transfer phase tested an explanation for the apparent contrast between the theoretically expected content-specific and experimentally obtained content-aspecific effects of practice. This explanation emerged from the notions pointed out before: When there is ample time for preparing the execution of a sequence, performance would rely on advance buffer loading and execution rate is relatively insensitive to previous practice. Indeed, Chamberlin and Magill (1992b) and Verwey (1992) used discrete sequence production tasks in which sequences of two to four elements were produced following ample preparation time, whereas evidence for content-specific learning effect is typically found in more realistic tasks that do not allow movement sequences to be prepared at ease (e.g., in writing: Thomassen & Van Galen, 1992; controlling a pedal: Zimmer & Kördel, 1988). Content-specific effects of practice would emerge only when the sequence is relatively long so that new sequences cannot be programmed entirely in advance and when the time required for loading the motor buffer has an effect on overall performance, such as in the Unstructured condition of the practice phase.

This explanation was examined in two conditions that differed with respect to the opportunity participants had for advance preparation. This first condition was the Unstructured condition that had also been used in the practice phase. Because of the absence of RSIs in this condition, any advance preparation of groups of response would show up in task performance. Performance in this condition was assumed to depend heavily on the existence of motor chunks. In the Discrete condition, execution of each response group was preceded by presentation of the successive stimuli in the appropriate order. This procedure gave ample possibilities for advance preparation of a response group. For 333-condition subjects, each Discrete response group consisted of three keypresses; for 36-condition subjects, Discrete response groups included either three or six keypresses.

Both the Unstructured and the Discrete conditions contained four sequence types, each of which was produced by all participants. The first sequence type involved the Practiced response groups from the practice phase. The second sequence type included New response groups in which the order of keys was entirely unpredictable from what had been learned in the practice phase. Whereas Practiced three- and six-key response groups were expected to be rapidly produced in both the Discrete and the Unstructured conditions, New response groups would be produced rapidly only in the Discrete condition and only in case they would not exceed the motor buffer capacity. This would probably hold
for three-key groups. However, New six-key response groups were likely to exceed the motor buffer capacity and would, therefore, show some relatively long within-group response times caused by reloading the buffer during execution of the response group. Furthermore, the New sequences in the Unstructured condition were expected to be produced on a one-by-one basis: each keypress in response to the corresponding stimulus. Confirmation of these predictions would offer support for the use of motor chunks in familiar movement sequences and the heavy reliance on loading a limited capacity motor buffer in advance when new movement sequences are produced.

Two further sequence types were included for testing the specificity of motor chunks. The ABB and AAB sequence types consisted of response groups in which the response order was as practiced in the practice phase but there these response had belonged to successive response groups. These sequence types were introduced to test whether, in the practice phase, associations had developed between responses of successive response groups, just as they would have for responses of a single response group (Brown & Carr, 1989; MacKay, 1982). In the Discrete ABB and AAB conditions, 333-condition subjects performed three response groups of three responses each. In ABB, these response groups consisted of the third response of a response group in the practice phase (denoted by the A) as first response, and the first and second response of the next response group in the practice phase (denoted by BB) as second and third response. In a similar manner, in AAB the second and third response of one response group of the practice phase (denoted by AA) were followed by the first of the next response group (denoted by B). (The reader is referred to Table 2 for a more formal description of the ABB and AAB sequences.) From the chunking point of view, which assumes associations between elements within a single response group, the second response in ABB and the third in AAB should be slower than the other responses.

Subjects in the Discrete 36 condition performed, again, a three- and a six-key response group. The procedure described for rearranging responses in the 333 condition was also used for obtaining the ABB and AAB sequences in the 36 condition. This had the result that the ABB and AAB six-key groups involved parts of the Practiced groups embedded in a new context. Here, the issue was the extent that these familiar parts would improve performance in the ABB and AAB conditions relative to the New condition. Thus, the general question with respect to the ABB and AAB sequences in the 36 condition concerned the extent that motor chunks can be used in dissimilar situations. A content-specific view predicts performance in ABB and AAB to be similar to that in the New condition, whereas a content-as-specific view expects performance to be high in all conditions, irrespective of differences relative to the practiced sequences. Detailed examination of individual response times should cast light on the origins of performance differences amongst the various conditions.

These notions permit the following predictions:

1. In the Discrete condition, the differences between within-group response times in the Practiced and in the New sequences should be smaller for three-key groups than for six-key groups because Practiced and New three-key groups and Practiced six-key groups can be entirely loaded into the motor buffer in advance, whereas New six-key groups need reloading at some point.

2. In the Unstructured condition, response times in the Practiced condition should reflect the pattern of RSIs of the practice phase, whereas in the New condition individual keys are pressed in response to the corresponding stimuli and no grouping is expected.

3. On the assumption that the occurrence of familiar sequence parts in otherwise new contexts does not allow the use of motor chunks, it can be assumed that performance in ABB and AAB response groups is comparable with performance in New response groups. This should hold for Discrete and for Unstructured conditions.

**Method**

**Tasks.** Participants who had served in the practice phase also were involved in the transfer phase. They carried out keypressing sequences in two Timing conditions: the Discrete and the Unstructured conditions. In the Discrete condition, each trial consisted of two (in the 36 condition) or three (in the 333 condition) groups of sequential keypresses. Before each response group was produced, the computer informed participants about the responses by sequentially filling either three or six squares with a white content and presenting a number at the center of each square indicating its location within the response group. The rationale behind this procedure was that new response groups could be produced with ample opportunity for advance preparation. Onset asynchronies between squares in this instruction part of the Discrete condition amounted to 400 ms. After the last square had been lit, the display remained unchanged for 2,500 ms, showing all filled squares with their location number. Then all squares were cleared and after a non-aging interval between 500 and 4,000 ms, the first square in the response group turned green, indicating the stimulus corresponding to the first keypress in the response group. Immediately after the corresponding key was pressed, the square was cleared and the next one in the response group turned green. This was repeated until all three or six keys had been pressed. Thus, there was only temporal uncertainty at the start of the response group but no uncertainty with regard to the keys in the group and their order. When an error was made or when an additional key was pressed within 500 ms after pressing the last key of the response group, an error message was presented. Next, the ensuing response group was shown and participants were asked to repeat it. The order of the keys within the two of three response groups in a trial of nine keypresses remained the same in one block of trials.

The response groups in the Discrete condition were identical and in the same order as in the Unstructured condition. However, in the Unstructured condition of the transfer phase, each stimulus followed the preceding response immediately (no RSI).

Each of these two Timing conditions involved the same set of four sequence types: one as practiced in the practice phase, one new, and two in which parts of the practiced response groups occurred. These sequences appear in Table 2. This table shows that in the New condition, each response followed another response than in the practice phase with the exception of the last two
Table 2
Overview of the Sequences Performed in the Transfer Phase for Participants in the 333 and 36 Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>333</th>
<th>36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practiced</td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>123456789</td>
<td>123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
<td>765198423</td>
<td>765198423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td></td>
<td>234891567</td>
<td>234891567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td></td>
<td>345912678</td>
<td>345912678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practiced</td>
<td>Unstructured</td>
<td>123456789</td>
<td>123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
<td>765198423</td>
<td>765198423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td></td>
<td>234891567</td>
<td>234891567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td></td>
<td>345912678</td>
<td>345912678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The numbers indicate the positions of the keys as pressed in the practice phase and in the Practiced sequences of the Transfer phase. As described in the practice phase, the actual order differed for individual participants. Vertical lines in the Discrete condition represent the start of separate response groups.

The two sequence types containing parts from the practiced sequences—AAB and ABB—are characterized by the fact that all three-key response groups in the 333 condition involved keys that had also followed each other during practice. Either the first and second (in AAB) or the second and third (in ABB) had originally occurred together in a single response group in the practice phase, whereas the remaining third (in AAB) or first (in ABB) key had also preceded or followed the other two but had belonged to another response group. As in the practice phase, the sequences cycled across the 18 participants in a group so that there were pairs of participants in the 333 and the 36 conditions having the same sequences.

A session in the transfer phase contained either the Discrete or the Unstructured condition. Half of the participants performed a Discrete session as first and third sessions and an Unstructured session as second and fourth sessions. For the remaining participants this was reversed. Each participant performed the four sequence types in a single session. The order of sequence type blocks in each session was balanced over participants.

Procedure and design. After 3 days of practice in the practice phase, participants performed five sessions at Day 4. The first session has been reported as Session 22 of the practice phase. Then, before the four transfer sessions, participants received a brief introduction describing the transfer tasks and mentioning the fact that one condition involved the practiced sequence and three were different from those that had been practiced.

Half of the 333-condition and half of the 36-condition participants started with a 17-min session containing the unstructured transfer condition. After completing this session, the participants rested and the other half of the participants started with a 30-min Discrete session. Then, the first group did the 30-min Discrete session, followed by the second group who did their 17-min Unstructured transfer session. Then, each participant repeated these two sessions in the same order.

The same equipment was used as in the practice phase. Data analyses were similar to those described in the practice phase: 333 versus 36 condition was a between-subjects variable, and sequence type, Timing, Session, and Key-order were within-subjects variables. In addition, individual response times within a response group were compared by including Response in the design.

Results

An overview of the data is presented in Figures 4 and 5. In short, Discrete three-key groups in all sequence type conditions were performed very quickly, with limited differences between the Practiced, New, ABB, and AAB sequences. In contrast, six-key groups in the New, ABB, and AAB sequences showed some relatively long within-group response times which, in the ABB and AAB sequence, tended to coincide with the first of familiar response pairs and triplets. In the Unstructured condition, performance was generally much better in the Practiced condition, where the pattern of RSIs from the Structured condition of the practice phase reappeared, than in the New, ABB, and AAB sequences. Once again, the occurrence of practiced pairs and triplets appeared to have had only a small performance effect. Thus, performance in the ABB and AAB sequences was generally more like performance in the New than in the Practiced sequence.

Discrete condition. Figure 6 gives a different representation of the data in Figures 4 and 5, in particular because within-group response times were pooled. Pooled within-group response times in three- and six-key groups were shorter in the Practiced than in the New sequences: 333 versus 36-3, F(1, 18) = 46.8, p < .001; 36-6, F(1, 9) = 68.7, p < .001. Moreover, pooled within-group response times were generally longer in six- than in three-key groups: 333 versus 36-6, F(1, 18) = 12.6, p < .01; 36-3 versus 36-6, F(1, 9) = 76.0, p < .001. According to expectations, this difference between three- and six-key response groups was larger in New than in Practiced sequences: 333 versus 36-6, F(1, 18) = 14.6; 36-3 versus 36-6, F(1, 9) = 37.0, both ps < .001, but remained significant when tested in the Practiced sequences alone: 333 versus 36-6, F(1, 18) = 7.7, p < .001; 36-3 versus 36-6, F(1, 9) = 14.1, p < .01.

Pooled within-group times in the ABB and AAB sequences differed from those in the Practiced sequences: 333 versus 36-3, F(1, 18) = 77.5; 36-6, F(1, 9) = 119.6, ps < .001. In contrast, within-group times in ABB and AAB sequences did not differ significantly from those in New sequences: 333 versus 36-3, F(1, 18) = 0.9; 36-6, F(1, 9) = 2.1, ps > .18.

Detailed analyses of separate within-group response times showed that in the Practiced six-key groups of 36-6, T9 was smaller than the pooled T5-T8, F(1, 9) = 19.6, p < .001. This difference amounted to 35 ms and indicates concurrent retrieval of individual keypresses from the motor buffer. In a similar manner, T9 in the 36-6 New sequences was smaller than T5-T8, F(1, 9) = 26.9, p < .001, suggesting grouping of R6 and R8. Furthermore, in the New 333-condition response groups, within-group response times of the practiced response pair (R5 and R6) were faster than those in the new pairs (i.e., R2, R3, R5, and R6), 18 ms, F(1, 9) = 14.9, p < .01.

In AAB, the second response of the three-key groups of

---

6 This was actually unintended but was nonetheless interesting to analyze.
333 and 36-3 conditions was faster than the third: 149 ms and 176 ms, \(F(1, 18) = 9.7, p < .01\). In the ABB 36-6 response groups, \(T_7\) was greater than \(T_5, T_6, T_8,\) and \(T_9\), \(F(1, 9) = 18.6; p < .001\), suggesting that \(R_7-R_9\) formed a single response group. In AAB 36-6, both \(T_6\) and \(T_7\) were longer than \(T_5, T_8,\) and \(T_9\), \(F(1, 9) = 29.4; F(1, 9) = 22.6, p < .001\), also suggesting grouping of \(R_7-R_9\).

Error percentages associated with within-group response in the three- and six-key response groups were generally below 5%. Relatively high error scores were found in New within-group responses; averaged over three- and six-key groups: New sequences, 5.7%; Practiced, ABB, and AAB sequences, 3.7%; 333 and 36-3, \(F(3, 54) = 7.4, p < .001\); 36-6, \(F(3, 27) = 5.0, p < .01\).

**Unstructured condition.** As depicted in Figure 4, the pattern of response times in the Practiced sequences of the Unstructured condition reflects the pattern of RSIs of the Structured condition in the practice phase. Thus, within-group response times were shorter than group-start times: 333 versus 36-3, \(F(1, 18) = 17.8, p < .01; 36-6, F(1, 9) = 29.6, p < .001\). Such a response pattern was not encountered in the New sequences: 333 versus 36-3, \(F(1, 18) = 0.3; 36-6, F(1, 9) = 0.2, ps > .20\).

The response times in the ABB and AAB sequences reflected the RSI pattern from the practice phase and also showed differences between pooled group-start and within-group times: ABB-333 versus 36-3, \(F(1, 18) = 9.7, ps < .01\); ABB-36-6, \(F(1, 9) = 9.9, p < .05\); AAB-333 versus 36-3, \(F(1, 18) = 6.8, p < .01\); AAB-36-6, \(F(1, 9) = 8.5, p < .05\). However, as depicted in the left frame of Figure 6, Unstructured group-start times were considerably shorter in the Practiced sequences than in the New, ABB, and AAB sequences: 333 versus 36-3, \(F(3, 54) = 61.4; 36-6, F(3, 27) = 19.9, ps < .001\); all pairwise planned comparisons with Practiced group-start times, \(ps < .001\). Likewise, pooled within-group response times were smaller in the Practiced sequences than in the New, ABB, and AAB sequences: 333 versus 36-3, \(F(3, 54) = 102.9; 36-6, F(3, 27) = 103.4, ps < .001\); all planned comparisons with Practiced within-group response times: \(ps < .001\). Moreover, 333 and 36-3, ABB and AAB sequences had smaller pooled within-group response times than did New sequences: New versus ABB, \(F(1, 18) = 5.0;\) New versus AAB; \(F(1, 18) = 6.4, both ps < .05\). In 36-6, pooled within-group times in ABB and AAB sequences did not differ from those in New sequences: New versus ABB, \(F(1, 9) = 2.3;\) New versus AAB, \(F(1, 9) = 3.1, ps > .11\). In addition, pooled within-group response times in the three- and six-key groups did not differ: 333 versus 36-3, \(F(1, 18) = 0.2; 36-3 versus 36-6, F(1, 9) = 1.8, ps > .20\). Thus,
Despite the emergence of the RSI pattern from the practice phase in the ABB and AAB sequences, the general performance level in ABB and AAB sequences was more similar to that in New than in Practiced sequences.

Detailed examination of separate within-group responses in Unstructured three-key response groups showed a Sequence Type x Response interaction, $F(3, 54) = 8.0, p < .001$. It was caused by a faster third response in Practiced, $19 ms, F(1, 18) = 13.5, p < .001$, and ABB, $52 ms, F(1, 18) = 76.6, p < .001$, which effect appeared greatest in ABB, $F(1, 18) = 22.2, p < .001$. In New three-key groups, $T_8$ and $T_9$ were shorter than $T_2, T_3, T_5$, and $T_6, F(1, 9) = 19.5, p < .01$. ($R_1, R_4$, and $R_7$ were considered group-start response times and not included in this analysis.) In the ABB and AAB six-key groups, $R_7$ was slower than $R_8$ and $R_9, F(1, 9) = 21.8; F(1, 9) = 17.6, ps < .01$. Hence, familiar response pairs or triplets in New, ABB, and AAB sequences (see parentheses in Figure 5) were generally characterized by relatively fast second and third responses. Planned comparison of $R_7$-$R_8$ with $R_9$ in the Practiced six-key group showed a marginally significant difference: $24 ms, F(1, 9) = 4.3, p = 0.07$.

Sequence type main effects in 333 versus 36-6 on transformed error proportions, $F(3, 54) = 6.8; F(1, 9) = 14.9, ps < .001$, were caused by less errors in Practiced than in New, ABB, and AAB sequences (all planned comparisons with Practiced, $ps < .05$). Error percentages amounted to 3.6, 6.5, 7.7, and 5.8 in three-key groups and 2.3, 7.4, 5.6, and 6.8 in the six-key groups.

Some additional findings. the difference between Unstructured and Discrete within-group times in the Practiced sequences was greater for three- than for six-key groups, confirming similar findings from the practice phase: 333 versus 36-6, $F(1, 18) = 10.0, p < .01$; 36-3 versus 36-6, $F(1, 9) = 24.0, p < .001$ (see Figure 4).

More errors had been made in the Unstructured than in the Discrete conditions: 333 versus 36-3, 5.0% versus 3.3%, $F(1, 18) = 42.8, p < .001$; 36-6, 6.1% versus 3.6%, $F(1, 2) = 23.5, p < .05$. These effects were primarily caused by the relatively low error proportions associated with Discrete
group-start responses (2.2%) as compared with Unstructured group-start errors (4.8%) and within-group errors (Discrete: 4.8%, Unstructured: 4.9%): 333 versus 36-3, $F(3, 54) = 4.1, p < .01$; 36-6, $F(1, 2) = 25.3, p < .05$.

Individual differences. To test whether participants who had probably relied more on grouping during practice also showed more evidence for chunk usage in the transfer conditions, correlations were computed between group-start and within-group ratios for individual participants in the Unstructured sequences of the practice phase and the ratios of response times in the transfer conditions that were supposed to be affected as participants relied more on existing chunks. More specifically, the occurrence of familiar pairs of triplets in the otherwise new sequences was expected to have the effect that the second (and third) response would be relatively fast, causing positive correlations between group-start and within-group ratios in the practice phase and the ratios between the first and later response times of a familiar group in the transfer conditions.

Table 3 shows the correlations between response times of familiar pairs and triplets in New, ABB, and AAB. In the Unstructured 333 condition, the correlations are in the predicted direction: The positive correlations show that the second response of familiar pairs was relatively fast as compared with the first response for participants who had also grouped more during the Unstructured trials of the practice phase. In the Discrete 333 condition, this seemed not to be the case, which is in line with the notion that chunks do not affect performance with short sequences when there is ample time for advance preparation.

In the 36 condition, things looked differently. With one exception, there was little evidence for the usage of chunks of familiar pairs or triplets, irrespective of whether the original chunks had been part of the three-key group during the practice phase ($R_8 R_9$ in ABB, $R_1 R_2$ in AAB) or of the six-key group ($R_2 R_3$ and $R_5 R_6$ in ABB, $R_6 R_5$ and $R_7 R_8 R_9$ in AAB). The one exception concerned the correlation between the group-start to within-group ratio in the practice phase and the $R_8$ to $R_9$ ratio in the Unstructured and Discrete New conditions. However, in contrast to expectations this correlation was negative. $T_9$ was much longer than $T_8$ in the 36 condition sequence more during practice had a longer $T_9$ than participants who had grouped less. A post hoc explanation is that participants who had less developed chunks still knew that $R_9$ would follow $R_8$ and tended to group $R_8$ and $R_9$ explicitly by preparing them as a group (slow $R_8$, fast $R_9$), whereas in the presence of stronger $R_8$-$R_9$ associations, less explicit preparation was used, resulting in a relatively fast $R_9$.

Discussion

The main goal of the transfer phase was to investigate performance effects of practiced and three new response groups of differing lengths, with and without time for advance preparation. As evidenced in Figure 6, the results are entirely in line with the hypotheses expressed in the introduction to the transfer phase:

1. In the Discrete condition, the difference between pooled Practiced and New within-group response times was smaller for three- than for six-key groups. This difference was largely due to a few relatively long within-group response times in the New six-key groups (Figure 4). This confirms that the existence of motor chunks is insignificant for short response groups when there is ample time for advance preparation. However, when the response group is longer or the buffer capacity is exceeded, unfamiliar response groups need to be executed in parts, causing some relatively long within-group intervals, whereas familiar response groups can still be produced as a whole because they are entirely loaded in advance. The finding that practice has a minor effect in Discrete conditions with short sequences suggests that content-aspecific effects of practice in the production of short movement sequences can be attributed to advance buffer loading (e.g., Chamberlin & Magill, 1992a; Verwey, 1992, 1994).

2. Performance in the Unstructured condition was generally much better with Practiced than with New sequences. The return of the RSI pattern from the practice phase in the response times of the Practiced sequences of the transfer phase indicates that the motor chunks that had developed in the practice phase were used in the Unstructured condition.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>333 condition</th>
<th>36 condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>Unstructured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>R8/R9</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>R258/R369</td>
<td>.45†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td>R147/R258</td>
<td>.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R7/R8R9</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R4/R5</td>
<td>-.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† $p < .10$. * $p < .05$. 
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for loading the motor buffer. Apart from $R_8$ and $R_9$, the New sequences displayed no signs of grouping, which suggest that sequence production relied on the sequential selection and execution of individual responses. This difference between Practiced and New sequences supports the notion that the availability of motor chunks becomes important when there is no time for advance loading of the motor buffer.

3. The overall level of performance in the ABB and AAB sequences was more similar to performance in the New than in the Practiced sequences (Figure 6). This holds for Discrete and Structured conditions and confirms that the occurrence of familiar parts in the otherwise new response groups does not increase sequence execution rate much. Further support for this position comes from a detailed examination of the individual responses in the three-key groups of ABB and AAB, which showed that the second of a familiar response pair was only slightly faster than when there was no familiar pair. Furthermore, in the Discrete New sequences, the eighth and ninth response, which also formed a familiar pair, were only slightly faster than the real new pairs in the New sequences (i.e., $R_2$ and $R_3$, and $R_5$ and $R_6$). Notice that, despite the small magnitude of the effects, these data also offer support for the notion that motor chunks rely on associations between the responses that had been loaded together in the motor buffer during practice. Responses that had been separated by RSIs in the practice phase and, hence, had been part of different response groups, seem not to be associated.

Close examination of the individual response times in the Unstructured and Discrete six-key groups of ABB and AAB also demonstrates that there was little gain in using familiar parts in new contexts when compared with entirely new sequences. Once again, only a minor advantage was found of familiar parts in that the second response of familiar pairs and the second and third response of familiar triplets were faster. In addition, less errors were found in Discrete ABB and AAB sequences than in Discrete and New sequences. In sum, the minor net effect of familiar parts on sequence production lends support to Sternberg et al.’s (1990) contention that the occurrence of parts of an existing chunk does not substantially contribute to performance when embedded in otherwise new sequences.

Notice that the transfer phase also confirms results from the practice phase:

1. Within-group response times associated with Practiced response groups were longer in the Unstructured than in the Discrete condition and, again, this difference was more pronounced for three- than for six-key groups. This yields further evidence for the notion of concurrent preparation in the Unstructured condition, which has been discussed before in the practice phase.

2. The last response in the Practiced six-key group of the Discrete condition and, to a lesser degree, of the Unstructured condition, was relatively fast. This suggests concurrent retrieval of individual keypresses from the motor buffer (Verwey, 1994).

The analyses of correlations between individual response patterns in the practice phase and the transfer phase also yielded some interesting results. In the Unstructured 333 condition, the prediction was confirmed that participants who had grouped more in the Unstructured condition of the practice phase—and, hence, showed more clear indications for chunk development—had faster second responses in familiar pairs in New, ABB, and AAB than participants who had grouped less during practice. No such effects were found in the Discrete 333 condition, which only provides further support for the notion that when short response groups are prepared in advance, there is little effect of whether or not appropriate chunks exist.

However, in the 36 condition the usage of chunks in the Unstructured conditions of the practice phase appeared to have had little effect on the way in which familiar pairs were executed. The only significant correlation occurred in the $R_8$-$R_9$ pair of the New condition, but it was in the opposite direction; that is, the second response of this pair was slower, as the participant had grouped more during practice. The fact that this was observed in the Unstructured as well as in the Discrete condition does support the notion that execution of later elements in a new sequence are selected on-line, irrespective of whether the sequence could be prepared or not. A post hoc explanation is that participants who had less developed chunks still recognized the pair and tried to prepare it as a group (slow first and fast second response), whereas participants with better developed chunks could benefit from automatic priming of the second response (cf. MacKay, 1982) and, hence, did not attempt to prepare the pair as a whole.

Why would familiar pairs have had an effect in the 333 condition and little or no effect in the 36 condition? One explanation is that 333-condition participants could use some parsing mechanism, or rule (cf. Restle, 1970), which made parts of existing chunks available. This rule could be used effectively in the ABB and AAB conditions of the 333 group, as the structure of these sequences allowed consistent application of the rule across the new groups. In the 36 condition, however, little use could be made of existing chunks, as there was no single rule that could be used for extracting the various familiar parts that occurred in the new sequences.

In summary, the transfer phase offers further support that content-specific motor chunks had developed in the practice phase. Once again, motor chunks appear especially important when relatively long response groups are to be produced and when this occurs under time pressure. These data resolve the apparent contradiction between studies showing primarily content-specific effects of practice (e.g., Fischman & Lim, 1991; Logan, 1988) and those showing predominantly content-aspecific effects of practice (Chamberlin & Magill, 1992b; Verwey, 1992, 1994) by distinguishing between the development of a content-specific motor chunk (which can be loaded into the motor buffer in a single processing step) and content-aspecific effects of practice (attributed to more efficient advance buffer loading and the use of concurrent preparation and retrieval). That motor chunks are highly content specific is supported by the finding that when successive responses once belonged to different response groups, or when new response groups enclosed parts of familiar response groups, performance did
not improve much as compared with entirely new response groups. The fact that there was some improvement anyway may be due to the possibility of using some rule to extract the necessary bits and pieces from existing chunks.

General Discussion

This study examined effects of practice in generating movement sequences. It shows when the buffer loading and chunking concepts can be applied. Moreover, this study illustrates the relationship between buffer loading and motor chunking: Motor buffer models (e.g., Henry & Rogers, 1960; Sternberg et al., 1978) can predict performance of relatively short movement sequences that can be prepared in advance. The possibility of preparing short sequences in advance renders performance relatively insensitive to previous practice with the sequence at hand. In this situation, performance appears more dependent on aspecific effects of practice such as the capability of making efficient use of advance loading of the motor buffer and the possibility of retrieving individual elements from the motor buffer during execution of the preceding element (Semjen, 1992; Verwey, 1993, 1994, 1995).

When sequences are relatively long or when there is little time for advance preparation, content-specific effects of practice come into play. These effects are described by models stating that integrated representations, motor chunks, develop with consistent practice of sequential movement patterns (MacKay, 1982, 1987; Wickelgren, 1969). Such movement patterns are encountered in many real-world tasks such as speech and handwriting, and in the proficient control of various systems (e.g., vehicles and computers). These tasks are characterized by time pressure, which minimizes the opportunity for advance preparation of individual movements and increases the role of "off-the-shelf" motor chunks. Hence, in the absence of the appropriate motor chunks, the performer is loaded extensively by the need to rapidly select individual movements, whereas decision load for an expert is much lower, as he or she can choose one out of a large repertoire of content-specific chunks. Notice that the distinction between executing individual movements and motor chunks relates to the level of control: Whereas the novice is forced to control tasks at the level of individual movements, the expert can exert control at a higher level by selecting movement patterns rather than individual movements.

What Is a Chunk?

The term motor chunk suggests that other types of chunks may exist as well. Indeed, chunks have often been associated with facilitation of the processing and memorization of complex stimulus patterns (e.g., Miller, 1958; Reber, 1967). For example, chunking has been interpreted in terms of "a natural, maybe automatic, tendency to process stimuli by parts" (Servan-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990, p. 592). As yet, it is unclear to what extent motor chunks and chunks required for stimulus processing and memorization (i.e., non-motor chunks) share properties. However, there are various indications that the grouping of knowledge representations into chunks occurs at various levels of information processing of which the motor level is but one (MacKay, 1982). This might explain the individual differences in the practice phase of our study in which some participants seemed to rely heavily on motor chunks, as indicated by high group-start to within-group ratios, whereas some others may have used a sequence representation at a different level that was not indicated by grouping of the sequence. Strategic differences between participants during practice may be an important determinant of the eventual form of chunks.

In his general model of behavior sequences, MacKay (1982) asserts that chunks exist at various levels of processing (e.g., at the phonological, syllable, and lexical levels) and are combined in hierarchical representations. Selection of a higher level chunk would automatically activate lower level chunks. This multilevel view on the acquisition of skill is in line with observations that skills can also be acquired by event observation (e.g., Fendrich, Healy, & Bourne, 1991; Howard, Mutter, & Howard, 1992) and mental practice (Decety & Ingvar, 1990; Feliz & Landers, 1983). It is also compatible with the notion that "individual movements that comprise the skill are first perfected to the point where they can be made more rapidly and accurately with little variation. Then they become welded together into 'chunks'" (Gallistel, 1980, p. 367): Only after individual movements can be performed rapidly because lower level chunks have developed, chunking at a higher level becomes feasible.

It is unclear what happens with low-level chunks when high-level chunks develop. One option is that lower level chunks can still be used in isolation. An alternative option is that consistent execution of a set of motor chunks in a fixed order yields larger chunks, which encompasses the individual elements of the original chunks, rather than that lower level chunks become part of a higher level chunk. This option might have the effect that the original parts are no longer available for use in isolation. An indication for the latter option has been reported by Zimmer and Körndle (1988). They demonstrated that transfer to the original part skills of riding a so-called pedalo (i.e., bicycle-like vehicle) decreased at higher skill levels and suggested that lower level chunks are no longer available once integrated into a higher level chunk. For now, the general inference is that chunking may occur at various levels and that one may change the level of control by selecting lower or higher level chunks. Future studies should address in more detail whether or not low-level chunks remain available after large chunks have developed.

The How and What Mechanism

Taken together, these findings suggest a model of sequence production involving two independent mechanisms that develop with practice, a content-specific what and a content-aspecific how mechanism. The what mechanism indicates what movements are to be executed and relies on the availability of a repertoire of motor chunks (Adams,
appropriate preparations, by the imperative stimulus has also
presentation, which inhibited response selection in the re-
concurrent retrieval of information pertaining to the indi-
tiation time of entirely new sequences. In contrast, within-
were practiced in response to two stimuli (Verwey, 1992).
execution times.
that is subsequently loaded into the motor buffer, it will
entails the possibility of retrieving a knowledge structure
reaching asymptotic performance. The
mechanism is responsible for translating information, rather
than that it comprises knowledge representations, it is
aspecific with respect to the movements produced. Hence,
tasks that rely heavily on this mechanism (e.g., executing
short movement sequences) require little practice before
reaching asymptotic performance. The how mechanism in-
volves the possibility of loading the motor buffer in advance
and the development of concurrent processing (i.e., concurre-
preparation and concurrent retrieval).
The how mechanism determines in what way the pro-
cesses are coordinated that are required for translating mem-
ory representations into actual movements. Because the how
mechanism is responsible for translating information, rather
than that it comprises knowledge representations, it is
aspecific with respect to the movements produced. Hence,
tasks that rely heavily on this mechanism (e.g., executing
short movement sequences) require little practice before
reaching asymptotic performance. The how mechanism in-
volves the possibility of loading the motor buffer in advance
and the development of concurrent processing (i.e., concurre-
preparation and concurrent retrieval).
The how and what mechanisms are related in that carrying
out a sequence of movements is most efficient when both
can be used. However, in principle, they are independent
and operate autonomously. Because the what mechanism
entails the possibility of retrieving a knowledge structure
that is subsequently loaded into the motor buffer, it will
mainly affect sequence initiation times. The how mechanism,
on the other hand, is responsible for processes responsible
for loading the buffer as well as for retrieving and executing the individual elements from the buffer. This means that the how mechanism affects initiation as well as execution times.

There are various indications for a dissociation between a what and a how mechanism.

1. In one study, two- and four-key pressing sequences
were practiced in response to two stimuli (Verwey, 1992).
After reversing stimulus—response mapping, sequence initi-
tation time increased considerably and clearly exceeded ini-
tiation time of entirely new sequences. In contrast, within-
sequence response times were equal to those in the practiced
sequences, including the fast last keypress indicative for
concurrent retrieval of information pertaining to the indi-
vidual elements. The increase in initiation time suggest that
in the Practice condition, the chunk representing the move-
ment sequence was activated automatically by stimulus
presentation, which inhibited response selection in the re-
versal condition. Automatic response triggering, given approp-
riate preparations, by the imperative stimulus has also
been suggested by findings with single responses (Kramer,
Strayer, & Buckley, 1990; Pashler & Baylis, 1991; Shiffrin
& Dumais, 1981) but Verwey’s (1992) findings suggest that
entire chunks can also be triggered with practice whereas
execution is not affected.
2. Another indication for a what and a how mechanism
is that Brown and Carr (1989) and Verwey (1994) found
different learning rates for initiation and interkey response
times. This is expected only when different mechanisms are
involved in initiation and execution. Future work should
more specifically address learning rates as a means of
separating different mechanisms.
3. When comparing Unstructured response groups of
the New sequences in the transfer phase (Figure 4) and
unstructured response groups in Sessions 1 and 3 of the
practice phase (Figure 2), these data show an advantage for
the New response groups of the transfer phase in that
group-start times were clearly slower in the practice phase.
This is in line with the notion of a content-aspecific skill
that developed in the practice phase and also improved
performance in the New sequences of the transfer phase.
In short, this article offers evidence of the notion that two
mechanisms develop when practicing fixed series of move-
ments. The how mechanism is task aspecific and involves
the possibility of processing information at various levels
concurrently and loading the motor buffer in advance. These
processes tap a single processing capacity. The what mech-
anism entails the development of content-specific motor
chunks. Important questions for future research concern the
merits of this model of sequence production in different
tasks and the relationship to chunks at other levels of
processing. Future research should also aim at further iso-
lating mechanisms that are involved in the acquisition of
skills and determining more precisely when these mech-
isms really affect the learning process.
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